Specialist in localized and whole limb cryotherapy

Sport / Postoperative / Dental / Equine
2009
Redeem Easycryo
Mr. Cervilla and Mrs. Beldame bought Novantis France.

2010
Cryoslim métal
Release of the cryoslim metal with its carbon diffuser

2012
Easyair 1st generation
Release of the easyair. Forced air cryotherapy machine.

2013
The Booster
Release of a venous stimulator, the ideal complement to cryotherapy

2014
Easycry’eau
Release of the compressive cryotherapy range.

2015
Easyair 2nd generation
Release of the second generation: the easyair force

2015
System Cryopress
Patent filed concerning the invention of sleeves for easyair

2015
Sleeves Cryopress
Invention of the sleeve arm and leg cryopress.

2016
Easyshock
Shock wave output Easyshock + new cryopress sleeves

2017
1st prize Rééduca
The cryopress system is rewarded with the 1st prize of innovation at the salon rééduc

2018
IceCompression
Creation of the Ice compression range on cart.

2019
Moove device
Extension of the ice compression range with the portable version.
OURS SPECIALITIES

Postoperative

The compressive cryotherapy is an adjuvant to the care protocol in outpatient surgery. The IceCompression range offers specific programs for this purpose.

Sport and rehabilitation

The use of 3 types of cold (Air, Water and Gas) allows to propose different solutions that adapt to all the expectations of professionals.

Dental

Applied with the IceCompression cryotherapy, a special mask has been designed to meet both the expectations of the professionals and the patients.

Equine

The mobile gaseous cryotherapy is the fastest paint treatment method. Enjoy a shock thermal thanks to the Easycryoslim
The EasyAir cryotherapy device allows daily up to 100 treatments for rheumatologic and traumatic care. It is equipped with programs and different nozzles, adapting the -30°C therapy air to each therapeutic need. The EasyAir does not need any consumable!

**CRYOPRESS: WHOLE LIMB CRYOTHERAPY**

The Cryopress is a patented system of soft boots and sleeves that is cooled down by the EasyAir device. It permits localized cryotherapy treatments from 10 to 30 minutes on limbs or joints. The compression can also be adapted through the adjustable air flow and the selection of programs with different phases, for instance, thermal shock and analgesy. The CryoPress sleeves are micro-perforated and can be applied with any air cryotherapy device. CryoPress: the hand-free cryotherapy!
ICE COMPRESSION

IceCompression is a new range of device that combines at the same time iced water Cryotherapy and pneumatic Compression. This compressive cryotherapy is therefore strongly recommended for postoperative, rheumatologic, sport and rheumatologic rehabilitation purposes. IceCompression offers treatment protocols with constant pressure for action on deep tissues, and also with an adjustable dynamic pressure to reproduce the pumping effect of edema while having an effective and comfortable action on insertion pathologies.

SOME ADVANTAGES

- Personalized cares through adjustable parameters of all preset programs for various treatments.
- Automatic purge of the splints, with covers washable in machine: For a better hygiene.
- TWIN model with 2 independent outputs that allow to treat 2 patients, 2 limbs or to apply and cryotherapy and thermotherapy up to 45 °C).
- Mobile water tank: with ice cubes or in the freezer to guarantee 3 hours of cold!
- Peltier cooling: Option for FIRST and MOOVE models. Guarantees a permanent constant cold, without ice!
- A versatile range for Clinic, Mobile, Sport, Athletes, Private
Gas CRYOTHERAPY

The EasyCryoSlim device diffuses a perfectly dry and odorless gas stocked at -78 °C at 50 bar pressure by a diffuser of micro crystals. It is a very powerful analgesic that can treat a large number of trauma, rheumatologic and algoneurodystrophic syndromes. The treatments have a maximum effectiveness between 30 seconds and 1 minute 30.

Count 5 sessions for acute diseases and 10 for chronic diseases

OUR ADVANTAGES

- The device is compact, thin and totally mobile on wheels. It is designed to make the practitioner independent, efficient and available for his patient.
- Orders and information are centralized on the Cry'Diffuseur.
- The diffuser LCD screen allows easy viewing of temperature and time of treatment
- Its sober design will naturally find its place in your world of work.
- EasyCryoSlim: Maximum efficiency for minimal space requirements.
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olivia.beldame@easycryo.fr
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